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Let’s Learn
Phonemes

Consonants
b c d f g h j
k l m n p q r
s t v w x y z

Vowels
a e i o u

Vowels Short Vowels Long Vowels

a ă as in apple ā as in snail

e ĕ as in elephant ē as in bee

i ĭ  as in igloo ĭ  as in tie

o ŏ as in orange ō as in goat

u ŭ as in urn ū as in cube
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Let’s Learn

Let us say the vowel sounds aloud and repeat the sound for each picture.

Vowel Sounds

ă
‘a’ says ‘ah’ as in

apple ant pan

ĕ
‘e’ says ‘eh’ as in

egg engine hen

ĭ
‘i’ says ‘ihh’ as in

ink insect nib

ŏ
‘o’ says ‘oh’ as in

orange ox pot

ŭ
‘u’ says ‘uh’ as in

urn umbrella hut
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Let’s Learn
Consonant Sounds

Say the consonant sound aloud and repeat the sound in each word.

Vowel Sounds

/b/
‘b’ says ‘buh’ as in    ball bat tub

/c/
‘c’ says ‘kuh’ as in cat cap duck

/d/
‘d’ says ‘duh’ as in dog doll red

/f/
‘f’ says ‘fuh’ as in fan fish roof

/g/
‘g’ says ‘guh’ as in grapes grass jug

/h/
‘h’ says ‘huh’ as in hut hat hen

/j/
‘j’ says ‘juh’ as in jug jelly jet
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Let’s Learn
Consonant Sounds

Say the consonant sound aloud and repeat the sound in each word.

/k/
‘k’ says ‘kuh’ as in    kite key pink

/l/
‘l’ says ‘lll’ as in    lamp leaf doll

/m/
‘m’ says ‘mm’ as 

in mango monkey ram

/n/
‘n’ says ‘nn’ as in net nib hen

/p/
‘p’ says ‘puh’ as in pen pod lip

/q/
‘q’ says ‘qu’ as in quill quail queen

/r/
‘r’ says ‘rr’ as in rat rose jar
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Let’s Learn
Consonant Sounds Consonant Sounds

Say the consonant sound aloud and repeat the sound in each word.

/s/
‘s’ says ‘ss’ as in sun saw bus

/t/
‘t’ says ‘tuh’ as in tap top rat

/v/
‘v’ says ‘vuh’ as in van violin five

5
/w/

‘w’ says ‘whua’ as 
in   wheel watermelon watch

/x/
‘x’ says ‘ks’ as in x-ray fish x-mas tree box

/y/
‘y’ says ‘yuh’ as in    yak yo-yo boy

/z/
‘z’ says ‘zz’ as in zip zig-zag pizza
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Let’s Learn

Read the words aloud.

Sight Words

do to

me he be

in us up

am an as at

the

we if it is

on of or go
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Let’s Learn
Sight WordsSight Words

Read the words aloud.

them

will

she her his

how

has

with

any

very

and did for are

all

our who why

that

these

this

those

they have
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Let’s Do

Identify the pictures and read the words aloud stressing on the word  
families.

Word Families

a t ag ap an ad

et eg eb en ed

ib in ip id ig

ot op og ob ox

ut un up us ub
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Let’s Do

Match the rhyming words.

/a/ FamilyWord Families

cat bag

pan pad

ram cap

rag rat

sad fan

tap jam
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Let’s Learn

Sam has a hat.

He sat on a van.

The bag is in the van.

A fat rat ran by the van.

1. Who sat on a van?
2. What is in the van??

/a/ Family
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Let’s Do

Match the rhyming words.

/e/ Family

red net

leg den

pet few

new egg

gem bed

hen hem

/a/ Family
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Let’s Learn

Ben has a hen.

He fed the hen.

The hen lay ten eggs in a pen.

Dad pat the hen.

1. Who has a hen?
2. How many eggs 

are in the pen??

/e/ Family
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Let’s Do
/i/ Family

Match the rhyming words.

bib pit
pig rib
sit pin
hid fix
dip fig
six lid
fin lip

/e/ Family
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Let’s Learn

Ted has a big pig.

It fell in a pit.

The pit is on a hill.

Jim and Rim got a fig 
for the pig.

Ted hid the fig in a tin.

1. What does Ted have?
2. Who got a fig for the 

pig?
3. Where did Ted hide 

the fig?

?

/i/ Family
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Let’s Do
/o/ Family

Match the rhyming words.

dog fox
hot pod
top pot
box hop
cod toy
cow log
boy now

/i/ Family
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Let’s Learn

Simi has a doll.

The doll can nod and hop.

The doll is in the box.

The box is big and old.

Her doll has a red hat.

1. Where is the doll?
2. What can the doll do??

/o/ Family
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Let’s Do
/u/ Family

Match the rhyming words.

hut sum
up bun

sun pup
mum nut
bus bud
mud mug
bug us

/o/ Family
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Let’s Learn

See the bug is in the rug.

Roy put the rug in the tub.

The tub is in the sun.

It ran out of the rug.

Pup and cub had a fun in the mud.

1. Where is the bug?
2. What is in the sun?
3. Who had fun in the 

mud?

?

/u/ Family
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Let’s Do
Consonant Sounds

tu po bu

mu ro cu

lea bo duc

Recognise the picture and identify the ending letter sound. Write the  
correct letter in the blank.

/u/ Family
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Let’s Do
Consonant Sounds

to ne va

pi co ni

be ra ca

Recognise the picture and identify the ending letter sound. Write the  
correct letter in the blank.
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Let’s Do
Consonant Sounds Short Vowel Sounds

h  t n  b p  n

b  g p  g r  m

n  t t  p b  g

Recognise the picture and identify the middle letter sound. Write the  
correct letter in the blank.
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Let’s Do
Short Vowel Sounds

h  n n  t p  n

b  n p  g r  t

f  x t  p b  d

Recognise the picture and identify the middle letter sound. Write the  
correct letter in the blank.
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Let’s Learn
Short Vowel Sounds

Two vowel letters join to form a sound, called dipthong or long  
vowel sound. Long vowel sound is similar to the name of the letter. Say 

the sound and read the words aloud.

Long Vowel Sounds

ā /ai/ as in rain /ay/ as in day

ē /ee/ as in tree /ea/ as in leaf

ĭ /ie/ as in tie /y/ as in my

ō /oa/ as in boat /oe/ as in toe

ū /ue/ as in blue /ui/ as in juice
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Let’s Learn

Recognise the pictures and read the long vowel words.

Long Vowel Sounds

train ray bee

leaf tie sky

boat toe fruits
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Let’s Learn
Long Vowel Sounds

Read the words with ā sound.

More words with long vowel ā.

Long Vowel Sound ā

snail hay

chain pray

pain wait mail aim aid rail

pail sail say pay may
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Let’s Learn

More words with long vowel ē.

Read the words with ē sound.

Long Vowel Sound ē

tree wheel

queen beak

heat seat eat beam team weak

read see feel keep feet meet
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Let’s Learn
Long Vowel Sound ē

Read the words with ĭ sound.

Long Vowel Sound ĭ

eye pie

fly fries

More words with long vowel ĭ.

by cry sky try dry

why shy die lie spy
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Let’s Learn

Read the words with ō sound.

Long Vowel Sound ō

goat soap

crow boat

More words with long vowel ō.

oak soak road load toad coat

foe doe mow bow low row
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Let’s Learn
Long Vowel Sound ō

Read the words with ū sound.

Long Vowel Sound ū

blue fruits

glue dew

More words with long vowel ū.

new few due flew

true fuel duel clue
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Let’s Do

Recognise the pictures. Say the words aloud and write the long vowels in 
the blanks.

Long Vowel Sounds

sn   l h  y tr  

b   k p  f  

g   t t  fr   ts
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Let’s Learn
Long Vowel Sounds

When ‘e’ comes at the end, it becomes silent. With its magic wand it 
makes the short vowel before the consonant, sound like a long vowel. 

with an ‘e’ at the end can becomes cane.

with an ‘e’ at the end pin becomes pine.

with an ‘e’ at the end kit becomes kite.

with an ‘e’ at the end hop becomes hope.

with an ‘e’ at the end cut becomes cute.

cone rose cake

5
five cube bike
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Let’s Do

Read the short vowel words. Add tricky ‘e’ to each word and make a new 
word. 

pan pan 

kit kit 

cub cub 

More words with tricky ‘e’.

bake game made same gate late

hole home rose nose huge tube

time nine fine five mine cute
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Let’s Learn

Let's read the sentence with tricky ‘e’.

The egg in the pan.

The dog is in the tub.

I hug my dad.

The pane is blue colour.

The toothpaste tube 
is in the rake.

I have a huge teddy bear.
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Let’s Learn

‘r’ goes silent after a vowel sound. Read the words aloud without stressing 
on the ‘rr’ sound.

/ar/

/er/

/ir/

/or/

/ur/

far car star

water fern herd

sir girl bird

for torn corn

fur hurt burn
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Let’s Do

Identify the pictures and say the words aloud. Write the correct letters in 
the blank.

c   b   d st  

c   n g   l f   k

far farm jar dark air hair

are part dark more horse her

More words with tricky ‘r’.

farmer father mother
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Let’s Learn

When ‘l’ follows a vowel, it becomes double ‘ll’. Read the words aloud 
stressing on the ‘ll’.

all

ball wall

ell

bell well

ill

hill pill

oll

doll roll

ull

pull bull
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Let’s Do

Recognise the pictures, say the words aloud and write the correct letters 
in the blank (all, ell, ill, oll, ull). 

b   h   

d   w   

b    
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Let’s Learn

Two consonant sounds join together to form a blend where sounds of both 
the consonants are there. e.g b+l = bl. Let us learn some beginning blend 

sounds with ‘l’.

bl

cl

pl

gl

sl

black blue

cloud clean

plum play

glue glad

slow slate
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Let’s Learn

Let us learn some beginning blend sounds with ‘r’.

Beginning Blends 'r'

br

cr

dr

gr

tr

brown broom

crow crown

drum draw

grow green

tree train
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Let’s Learn

Let us learn some beginning blend sounds with ‘s’.

Beginning Blends 's'

sk

st

sm

sn

sp

skin skip

star stamp

smell smile

snail snap

spell speed
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Let’s Do
Beginning Blends 's' Beginning Blends

Recognise the pictures, say the words aloud and write the correct  
consonant blend.

  own   apes

  ar   oon

  oud   ue
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Let’s Learn

Read more words beginning with consonant blends.

Beginning Blends

fruit pray dress green try

fry cry frog from pram

plum fly bloom class clay

plan glass flag blow clown

stand slip sky snow skirt

swim stop sleep skate slide
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Let’s Do
Beginning Blends

Read the words aloud and match the rhyming words.

Beginning Blends

rain spot
moon scar

cot flag
car smell
bag train
bell play
day grape
ape spoon
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Let’s Learn

/s/ and /h/ sounds join to form a new sound, /sh/. Let us learn words with 
/sh/ sound. Identify the pictures and read the words aloud.

sheep shirt brush

fish shell ship

shop dish shoe wash

short shine shall shade

Read aloud more words with /sh/ sound.
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Let’s Learn

/c/ and /h/ sounds join to form a new sound, /ch/. Let us learn words with 
/ch/ sound. Identify the pictures and read the words aloud.

chair child peach

cherry chain chilly

chin cheeks teach teacher

cheese beach bench chip

Read aloud more words with /ch/ sound.
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Let’s Learn

/t/ and /h/ sounds join to form  two new sounds. /th/ (voiced) as in 'the'. 
/th/ (unvoiced) as in 'three'. Let us learn words with /th/ voiced and /th/ 

unvoiced sounds. Read the words with sound of /th/ as in 'the'.

thumb teeth cloth

this that these those there them they

thin think thick throw thing thank

Read aloud more words with /th/ voiced sound.

Read aloud more words with /th/ unvoiced sound.

Identify the pictures and read the words aloud. Sound of /th/ as in 'three'.

feather mother father
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Let’s Learn

/w/ and /h/ sounds join to form a new sound, /wh/. Let us learn words 
with /wh/ sound. Identify the pictures and read the words aloud.

whale wheat wheel

when what why where

Read aloud more words with /wh/ sound.

which whisper whiskers

whistle white
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Let’s Learn

Two consonant letters join at the end and are called ending consonant 
blends. Let us learn some ending blend sounds.

Ending Blends

ck

nk

nd

nt

ng

black neck duck

ink pink drink

hand find pond

ant tent plant

ring wing bring
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Let’s Learn
Ending Blends

She  has  a  doll.  

Read the sentences aloud.

Have/Has

I  have  a  ball.

He  has  a  top. 

I  have  a  rose.

I  have  a  kite.

He  has  a  bike.
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Let’s Learn

It  is  green  grass.

Read the sentences aloud.

It is

It  is  a  white  cow.

It  is  a  blue  bird.

It  is  a  red  rose. 

It  is  a  pink  feather.

It  is  a  black  crow.
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Let’s Do
It is Yes/No

Identify the pictures and answer the questions in Yes or No. Tick the  
correct answer.

Is it a duck? Yes     No

Is it a leaf? Yes     No

Is it a ship? Yes     No

Is it a pen? Yes     No

Is it a wheel? Yes     No

Is it a wall? Yes     No
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Let’s Do
Yes/No

Identify the pictures and answer the questions in Yes or No. Tick the  
correct answer.

Are they cherries? Yes     No

Are they shirts? Yes     No

Are they plums? Yes     No

Are they shells? Yes     No

Are they wings? Yes     No

Are they shoes? Yes     No
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Let’s Learn
Yes/No A/An

We say ‘a’ before a consonant sound and ‘an’ before a vowel sound. Read 
the questions and answer them aloud. 

What is this? This is an apple.

What is this? This is a doll.

What is this? This is an orange.

What is this? This is a leaf.

What is this? This is an inkpot.

What is this? This is an egg.
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Let’s Do

Read aloud look at the pictures and write 'a' or 'an'.

A/An


